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Valorisation
Valorisation

Relevance for society and economy

Chronic disorders, such as obesity, liver cirrhosis and inflammatory bowel disease (IBD; primarily including Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis), account for nearly two-thirds of deaths worldwide and pose a considerable financial burden to health care and society [1]. For obesity, costs are estimated at $190 billion in 2005 in the USA and expected to increase by $48-66 billion/year in 2030 [2]. For liver cirrhosis and chronic liver diseases costs are estimated at $2.5 billion USD/year in USA [3], while for ulcerative colitis the direct costs are estimated at $4 billion/year in the USA [4] and for Crohn’s disease costs are estimated at $30 billion annually in the USA and Europe [5]. Furthermore, these disorders are expected to increase in the years to come.

Obesity rates are currently rising worldwide, especially in low- and middle income countries [6]. The number of children who are overweight or obese has nearly doubled from 5.4 million in 1990 to 10.6 million in 2014. There are more obese than underweight individuals in almost every region of the world (except for parts of sub-Saharan Africa and Asia) and comorbidities (e.g. cardiovascular diseases and diabetes) are responsible for more than 2.5 million deaths per year worldwide [7]. A major goal of obesity treatment is weight loss to limit or prevent complication, which can be achieved by lifestyle changes (although relatively ineffective with regard to long term weight loss) and bariatric surgery [6].

The prevalence of liver cirrhosis is also expected to rise worldwide. In 2010, it was estimated that liver cirrhosis is the cause of one million deaths worldwide (about 2% of all deaths) [8]. However, estimations of the exact prevalence are difficult, especially as compensated cirrhosis, the first stage of liver cirrhosis without complications, may not always be diagnosed [9,10]. Fatty liver disease, viral infections (hepatitis) and alcohol abuse are well-known causes of liver cirrhosis. The obesity epidemic discussed earlier is associated with the metabolic syndrome and non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), which are conditions that also contribute to the expected rise of patients progressing into liver cirrhosis in the future.

Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis, also known as IBD, are generally considered to be ‘Western’ diseases, but the incidence is emerging worldwide in line with westernization [11]. This contributes to a high prevalence of IBD, which is also affected by the chronicity of the disease, young age of onset and low mortality. The health care system needs to be prepared for the rise of IBD patients in general, but also for the increase of the ageing IBD population with its more complex comorbidities [11,12]. Over the last decade, the treatment goal shifted from improvement of clinical symptoms towards achieving mucosal healing and prevention of long term complications, facilitated by the introduction of biological agents (i.e. anti-TNF) [13]. Since the demand for these expensive drugs is emerging, the high costs of these new treatments,
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predicting treatment response and selecting the right treatment for the right person are an ongoing topics of debate.

Next to direct health care costs, the above mentioned diseases also have significant impact on the quality of life of the patients and indirect costs. Considering the current state, further research to decrease disease burden and improve current treatment options are warranted. On one hand this involves further insight in the pathophysiology and on the other hand non-invasive markers for early diagnosis and monitoring of disease course are urgently needed. All of the three mentioned disorders can be characterized by a complex multifactorial pathophysiology, including e.g. changes in the intestinal microbiota composition. Further studies on these microbial changes are needed to explore whether the microbiota can be used as a diagnostic or disease progression marker and to gain further insight in the mechanisms involved in onset and progression of these disorders.

Target groups
In this thesis, we focused on the microbiota of three different disorders, namely obesity, liver cirrhosis and Crohn's disease. Not only basic scientist and clinicians, but also companies that are developing novel diagnostic methods or intervention therapies based on the microbiota profiles may benefit from the results presented in this thesis. Furthermore, the results of the sampling and storage study in the second chapter are of relevance for scientists and clinicians to determine which sampling and storage methods should be used when setting up microbiota studies. The high direct (medical) and indirect (loss of work productivity) costs associated with the respective disorders also affects the general population. The results of this thesis could benefit the general population since the results might accelerate the development of novel diagnostic methods and treatments that are able to mitigate the financial burden of these disorders.

Innovations and activities
Since the microbiota plays an important role in health and disease, it should not come as a surprise that microbial changes have been associated with a plethora of various diseases and even different disease stages. This discovery has drawn attention of various scientists and companies to utilize the microbiota for diagnostic purposes or to develop microbiota targeted treatments and resulted in increasing effort in the microbiota research.

In this thesis, we have demonstrated that the microbiota composition in patients with CD, obesity or liver cirrhosis is different from controls. In general, a lower microbial diversity was found between patients with CD, liver cirrhosis and individuals with obesity as compared to controls. Although a loss of microbial diversity is often found in diseased individuals, a general conclusion or statement about the role of microbial diversity in health and disease can not be made since different types of host-microbe interactions are involved in the pathophysiology
of different diseases [14]. A higher abundance of SCFA producing genera (Eubacterium, Dorea, Ruminococcus and Blautia) was found in obese as compared to lean individuals. This observation supports the concept of an "obese" microbiota that might stimulate obesity development via increasing the energy harvest from diet.

Furthermore, we showed that not a single bacterial group or species, but a set of 50 bacterial taxa was found which can discriminate between active CD and CD in remission. Disease severity was found to have a pronounced impact on the microbiota composition in patients with liver cirrhosis. These data show the potential to use fecal microbiota data for disease monitoring. These findings need to be confirmed in further (prospective) studies, including the longitudinal, follow-up of patients.

Since the current state of the art technology based on next generation sequencing is not easy to implement in daily clinical practice, we applied a microbiota profiling technique (IS-pro) in the liver cirrhosis study. We demonstrated that IS-pro is a promising tool for noninvasive monitoring in clinical care and can be used for various microbiota-associated diseases.

In addition to microbiota-based disease monitoring or diagnostics, the microbiota may also have potential to be used to predict treatment responses. This is especially valuable for treatments that are known to be effective only in smaller percentages or subgroups of patient populations. An example is the substantial rate of non-responders in anti-TNF treatment in IBD [15]. Although this was not investigated in the current thesis, the analysis method that we applied (Random Forest) can also be used to identify microbial taxa that are able to predict treatment response and thereby may help future initiatives.

Clinicians, researchers and companies/industry are currently investigating the possibility to develop microbiota-based treatments. Although theoretically promising, evidence-based microbiota targeted therapeutics are still limited at this moment. Products containing beneficial microbes such as Lactobacillus, Bifidobacterium and Saccharomyces are currently available to combat travelers’ or antibiotic-associated diarrhea. However, interventions for intestinal diseases are not readily available or implemented in standard health care, in part due to limited methodological quality of the studies and too generalized (non-targeted) approaches. Further insight in microbial perturbations and how microbiota profile changes contribute to disease development or progression, will aid in designing more targeted interventions. One of the few microbiota interventions available for intestinal disease is fecal transplantation, which ‘replaces’ the intestinal microbiota of diseased individuals with the fecal microbiota of a healthy individual. This method has been proven to be effective against (recurrent) Clostridium difficile infections, but potential risks (e.g. transfer of pathogens or antibiotic resistance genes) have to be taken into account. Safety issues in fecal transplantation, especially on long term, need to be addressed.
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The bacterial taxa that we identified to be associated with diseases and disease states in this thesis are valuable in this respect and can also provide new insights regarding the role of the microbiota in disease. For example, *Bacteroides fragilis* (amongst others) was found to be associated with exacerbations in CD. A subgroup of *B. fragilis* is able to produce toxins which can affect intestinal permeability and aggravate intestinal inflammation. On the other hand, we also found *Faecalibacterium prausnitzii* (amongst others) to be associated with remission of CD. *F. prausnitzii* is known to be a major butyrate producer. Butyrate is a short chain fatty acid (SCFA) that is a major energy source for epithelial cells and plays an important role in maintaining the intestinal barrier integrity and has anti-inflammatory effects on the host [16]. *F. prausnitzii* is also able to dampen inflammation for example by producing metabolites that inhibits NFκB activation and IL-8 secretion [17]. Successful microbiota targeted interventions can act by promoting the growth of microbes associated with remission or combat microbes associated with active inflammation by using microbial compounds, antagonists and pre- or probiotics.

Perspectives

Although the concepts on the intestinal microbiota as non-invasive disease markers and on microbial intervention strategies are promising, the successful translation of such (basic) microbial research into clinical applications remains challenging. Therefore, further validation, standardization and tight collaborations between clinicians, scientists and industry is needed.

Although the microbiota obtained from intestinal biopsies are considered to be more valuable for examining the role of the microbiota in several disease states, due to the proximity of the microbiota to the host, these samples are not suitable for routine monitoring. Repeated samples are necessary and obtaining biopsies via endoscopy requires invasive and expensive procedures.

Feces or exhaled breath are rather easy to obtain and can give a valuable reflection of the microbiota composition and/or its activity. Immediate freezing at -80 °C or direct DNA isolation after defecation is the best method to investigate the microbiota composition, but this is often not possible when including patients from clinical or outpatient settings. The choice of sampling and storage methods is therefore crucial in the realization of reliable microbiota-based monitoring or diagnosing tools. In addition, costs for sampling and storage methods are a decisive factor in the realization of novel microbiota-based tools in the clinic. Various companies have developed patient friendly sampling and storage methods/kits that guarantees to keep the microbial integrity intact, even after several days at room temperature, making it possible to send the samples via mail. However, it is important that these methods/kits are affordable. Since we found that the fecal microbiota composition can be kept stable up to 24 hours at room temperature, auto-collection of fecal samples at the patients’ home is possible in case the samples are delivered at the hospital or diagnostics department within 24 hours. This is especially convenient when the moment of sampling coincide with doctors appointments (as in the case of the IBD-South Limburg cohort). In contrast to feces, exhaled air is easy to collect.
at any time and at any place in any patient. Previous studies from our group showed that analyses of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in exhaled air resulted in sensitive and specific VOC profiles for the diagnosis of IBD, irritable bowel syndrome and liver cirrhosis [18–20]. In the current thesis, we found a correlation between VOCs and microbial taxa specific for disease status (remission or exacerbation). This may be valuable for elucidating the functionality of the microbiota and its role in Crohn’s disease. Further studies are needed to investigate whether combining microbiota analyses and metabolites in exhaled air can increase their diagnostic accuracy as a disease (activity) marker.

Developing microbiota-based treatments often involves delivering specific strains, microbial products or other molecules to the intestine via the oral route. Targeted delivery of these compounds directly in the intestine, thereby reducing deleterious effects for e.g. gastric acid, bile and pancreatic enzymes, may increase the efficacy. Delivery platforms (e.g. enteric coatings) and synthetic biology can be helpful. The latter is a relatively new and upcoming branch of biology that involves designing or redesigning (biological) compounds and (biological) systems for useful purposes. Bacterial strains can be modified to result in an increased production of beneficial metabolites or may be engineered in such a way to have an advantage over other microbes (e.g. competing for nutrients or adhesion sites). Novel interventions need to be tested prior to implementation in the clinic. This is often done in animal models, but it is important to note the intrinsic differences between these and humans. In vitro intestinal models such as the TIM system can be of additional value to test delivery systems, since they closely mimic the human gastrointestinal tract [21,22].

In summary, this thesis contributes to the ongoing debate whether and how microbiota can be used as a diagnostic tool, marker for disease progression and predictor for response to therapeutic interventions. We have shown that for the development of microbiota-based markers, it is better to search for a set or combination of multiple members of the microbiota rather than to focus on only a few members. Metabolites produced by the microbiota are also able to reflect or even influence host’ health and should be taken into account. In addition, we provided information for selecting the correct sampling and storage method applicable in the clinical setting, which is patient-friendly and maintains the microbiota composition. Microbiota research is fast-pacing and we are currently moving from describing the microbiota composition to elucidating their functions and dynamics. There is a need for mechanistic studies to elucidate interactions between members of the microbiota together and their host. This knowledge will enable the development of new interventions to manipulate the microbiota with the intention to improve human health. It should be taken into account that efforts to manipulate the interactions between the host and microbiota may result in unforeseen adverse outcomes (e.g. potential pathogenicity of commensal microbes). Therefore, further interdisciplinary investigations will lead to better understanding of the microbiota-host interactions and will contribute to safe microbiota-based interventions against a range of disorders.
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